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Summary

A listener positioned up in front of two loudspeakers can sense the direction
from which the sound is coming due to the directional information it con
tains. It is however possible to alter the sound coming from the speakers
so that it appears to come from another direction. If this is the case one
speaks of "phantom sources". If phantom sources are created using fixed
filters to alter the sound, this phenomenon only works for one position in
space (the environment). If the situation changes, for example the position
of the listener, another filter must be used. This problem can be solved
when, instead of a fixed filter, an adaptive filter is used. This filter tries to
compensate the difference due to the changing of the position so the optimal
perception is again achieved.
The idea applied for creating phantom sources using adaptive filter(s) is
based on what is known as Active Noise Control. Here secondary sound
sources are driven by adaptive controllers which aims to introduce a can
celling signal so that a primary field is compensated in certain places in
an enclosure. Active noise control utilizes the filtered-x algorithm, which
is an alternated form of the well known LMS algorithm in situations where
a transfer function in the auxiliary path following the adaptive filter. To
ensure convergence of this algorithm, the input to the update mechanism
has to be filtered by a copy of the plant transfer function. In the case of
active noise control the auxiliary path of the adaptive filter consists of the
transfer function between secondary source(s) and microphone(s).
The first part of this report gives a brief overview of how phantom sources
are created using fixed filters and in what manner it can be done using an
adaptive system. Then after an introduction to adaptive filters and their
properties, a model is derived describing the filtered-x algorithm and it is
shown that, under certain conditions this algorithm is stable and converges
to the optimal solution. After this, results from real time experiments, utiliz
ing the filtered-x algorithm in a single point cancellation setup are presented
to show the power reduction obtained when one secondary source is used to
cancel out the disturbance produced by a primary source.
In order to simulate an observer, two sensors are needed representing the
left and right ear. Therefore a multiple error LMS algorithm is presented
which minimizes the sum of the mean squared of a number of error sensors.
The algorithm is, again, tested in a real time environment, where this time
two secondary sources are used to cancel a single primary source in the vi
cinity of two microphones. After this a more realistic setup is used, where



the two microphones are replaced by a B & K dummy head representing the
observer.
Next, the secondary speakers which were, until now, placed in front of the
"subject" are replaced by headphones in order to see if the problem of In
the Head-Locatedness could be solved using this system. Results from ex
periments conducted, using a headphone with small built-in microphones
are shown.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When a listener is placed in front of two loudspeakers, serving as sound
sources, he/she will perceive sound due to the physical nature of propaga
tion of acoustic waves. This sound contains directional information, so the
listener is capable of sensing the direction from which the sound signals ori
ginate. It is possible however, to alter the sound coming from the speakers
so that it appears to come from another direction. In such a case one speaks
of" phantom sound sources". A phantom sound source is a sources which is
precieved by the listener to come from a point other than that of the actual
sound source.
The creation of phantom sound sources or sound broadening systems using a
fixed set of filters is already a well studied topic and nowadays several com
panies have commercialised their designs. Recently, Philips Research and
Development designed a system called "Incredible Sound" which broadens
the stereo sound field when a set of speakers is placed close together. This
design has already proven useful for sound improvement in televisions where
the speakers are normally placed close together.
If phantom sound sources are created using fixed filters, the phenomena only
works for one position in space (the environment). If the situation changes,
for example the position of the listener, another filter should be used. This
problem can be solved when instead of a fixed filter, an adaptive filter is
used. This filter tries to compensate the difference due to changes of the
position so that the optimal perception is reached again.
The changing position of the listener is not the only problem which occurs
when using fixed filters for the creation of phantom sound sources. The
determination of the filters itself causes some practical and mathematical
difficulties. Before a set of filters can be ascertained, up to eight transfer
functions have to be measured to create two virtual sound sources. After
these measurements some mathematical operation have to be applied which
include multiplying, dividing, rounding and stabilizing the resultant transfer
functions. This makes the creation of phantom sound sources using a fixed
set of filters very time consuming especially when several different angles of
perception have to be realized.
Another application in which a sound broadening system can be used is a
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2 Introduction

situation where the sound field is produced by a headphone. When a sub
ject listens to music via earphones, the sound always appears to be coming
from within the head. This phenomena is already a well studied topic and is
known as In-the-Head Locatedness or short IHL. By processing the signals
applied to the headphone speakers it might be possible to overcome this
problem and produce sound so that the subject perceives an out-of-the head
auditory event.
Engineering problem will be assessed when phantom sources are created us
ing adaptive filters. The first part will give a closer look at the method used
until now and the practical problems that arise when using this technique.
Then a theoretical analysis is given on the creation of an adaptive system
to create phantom sound sources and the limitations it has. Results from
practical experiments will be presented to illustrate the behavior of the ad
aptive system.In this report the engineering problem will be assessed when
phantom sources are created using adaptive filters. The first part will give
a closer look at the method used until now and the practical problems that
arise when using this technique. Then a theoretical analysis is given on the
creation of an adaptive system to create phantom sound sources and the
limitations it has. Results from practical experiments will be presented to
illustrate the behavior of the adaptive system.

1.1 Generation of phantom sources using fixed fil
ters

Primary source

Phantom source

Figure 1.1: Creation of phantom sources using fixed filters.
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Fig. 1.1 shows a situation where an observer is placed in front of two loud
speakers, LSI and LSr, serving as secondary source at an angle 0:. In order
to create a phantom sound source, LSph at angle (3, the input signal Vr is
processed so the pressure in the ears of the observer created by the second
ary sources is equal to the pressure in the ears produced by the primary or
phantom source. Mathematically, this problem is very easy to solve. The
pressure in the ears caused by the secondary sources is given by:

(1.1)

and
(1.2)

where WI and Wz are the (unknown) fixed filters. The transfer function H 1r
is from left loudspeaker to the right ear. The other functions used are as
illustrated in Fig. 1.1 with the first index corresponding to the source and
the second index to the ear. The pressure at the ears caused by the phantom
source LSph is

(1.3)

and
(1.4)

Combining Eqs. (1.1),(1.2),(1.3) and (1.4) and solving the set of simultan
eous equations results in:

WI =
HphlHrr - HphrHrl

HllHrr - H1rHri
,

Wz =
HphlHlr - HphrHll

(1.5)
H1rHri - HllHrr

When the transfer functions calculated with Eq.1.5 are placed in front of
the secondary sources LSI and LST) the pressure at the ears of the subject
is the same as would be obtained when only the phantom source on the
right of the subject was playing. Hence using these filters will accomplish
a virtual enlargement of the aperture from 0: to (3. The same can be done
for a virtual source at the left side of the subject resulting in a stereophonic
broadening system.
Theoretically this all seems very clear. Practically however, there are some
problems to be solved. Since pressure is not a direct measurable quantity,
microphones have to be used to transform this into an electric signal.

The transfer functions HIl' HIT) Hrl and Hrr are measured using a test sub
ject in e.g. an anechoic room. Due to possible changes in the position of
the head during these measurements, errors are introduced. Then mathem
atical manipulations such as multiplying, adding and dividing have to be
performed on these functions to yield the desired filters WI and Wz. Again
some errors are introduced since the resulting function is most likely not
stable. Next a suitable model for the fixed filters has to be chosen and
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the mathematical solution has to be fitted within this model again introdu
cing errors. The obtained solution will vary depending on used model, used
method to stabilize functions and head movement during measurement. To
find the best possible solution, that is the solution for which the test sub
ject perceives the sound from the phantom source position several different
models should be tested.

1.2 Generation of phantom sources using adaptive
filters

Primary source

Phantom source

Figure 1.2: Creation of phantom sources using adaptive filters.

The idea of using an adaptive system to create phantom sound sources is
based on the principal of Active Noise Control or Anti-sound Il Fig. 1.2
shows the situation. An observer is placed in a room with two closely spaced
loudspeakers in-front of him/her (which will be referred to as secondary
sound sources). On the position where the phantom sound source should be
precieved from, another speaker (which will be referred to as primary sound
source or phantom source) is placed producing a certain sound pressure in
the eardrums of the observer. The adaptive filters, placed in front of the
secondary sources now aims to process the input signal so that the produced
sound field interferes in a destructive way with the primary sound field. In
the ideal situation when the perceived sound pressure is completely com
pensated, a phase difference of 1800 will exist between the primary sound
field and the secondary sound field, hence the observer will experience com
plete silence (this is known as anti-sound). By terminating the adaption
process and removing the primary sound source, the observed sound field
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appears to be radiating from the location of the (removed) phantom source.
Theoretically this idea seems obvious. Practically however, there are some
engineering problems such as measuring the eardrum pressure without chan
ging the sound field, attaining complete cancellation and working with finite
accurate equipment. Then of course the question arises if the observer really
perceives the phantom source or if there are more complex psycho-acoustic
phenomena are involved.
Before practical experiments can be conducted, an adaptive system has to
be designed which can be used to control sound fields. For this, the problem
is first simplified to a situation where one secondary sound source is used to
compensate a primary sound source. When this is accomplished the system
can be extended to two or even multiple secondary sound sources.

1.3 Generation of phantom sources using head
phones

The last section described a method of creating phantom sources using two
secondary loudspeakers placed in front of a listener. The adaptive system
used introduces a signal to compensate the primary sound field. The same
idea can be applied when instead of secondary sources, headphone are used.
Again, the adaptive controllers cancel out the primary sound field, this time
using the headphone speakers. The advantage of such a system can be found
in the use of low price headphone speakers instead of two more expensive
loudspeakers. Also, the relative position from the headphones to the listener
is always the same resulting in a non-changing transfer function between sec
ondary sources and ears.

Comment
All experiments described in this report where conducted in an anechoic
room at Philips Research and Development in Eindhoven. The assembly
programs used for these real time experiments are for internal use only and
will not be externally available.



Chapter 2

Introduction to adaptive
filters

The principal property of the adaptive system is its time-varying, self
adjusting performance. The need for such an system can be found in situ
ations where fixed design is not realizable due to changing conditions or be
cause the input conditions vary with time or to some extend are unknown.
Recent progress in micro-circuit design has resulted in very compact, eco
nomical and reliable signal processors for this purpose. For this reason
adaptive filters are used in a wide area of applications such as Echo can
celling, Signal estimation Active Noise cancellation and cancelling periodic
interference [3,7,11] etc..
Before the actual system is modeled a short description will be given of
an adaptive system and a widely used and well studied update algorithm.
Throughout this report a FIR model will be used to create fixed filter and
adaptive filters. This model and other more complex models are described
in e.g. [11].

2.1 Adaptive filters

x[k]

r~I UPDATE W(z)
I

H(z) I
1\

e[k] d[k] d[k]

-
r.'

Figure 2.1: Basic adaptive filter situation.
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Fig. 2.1 shows a basic layout of an adaptive filter. The filter W(z) aims
to compensate the signal d[k] by introducing another signal, namely d[k],
and so decreasing the error signal elk]. This is done by a controller (in the
figure denoted as "UPDATE") which changes the coefficients of the filter
so that the error in minimized using a certain criterion. A commonly used
criterion is the minimalization of the Mean Squared Error (MSE). Here
the average of a sequence of squared errors is taken as measuring quality to
be minimized. By squaring the errors and looking at a sequence instead of
a single value it is prevented that positive and negative signals cancel out
and that at one instant the error is small and at another the error is large.
The MSE problem can be stated as the minimalization of

(2.1)

were J is called the loss function or cost function and E { ... } denotes the
mathematical expectation operator.

2.2 LMS algorithm

An algorithm that is often used to minimize the criterion formalized in
Eq. (2.1) is the Widrow-Hoff or Least Mean Square algorithm. This re
cursive gradient descent algorithm is commonly used in adaptive signal pro
cessing techniques due to its easy real time implementation possibilities.
When using an adaptive filter with an iterative process to update the filter's
parameters, one should realize that there are two different ways to create an
unstable filter namely:

• Unstablility due to poles outside the unity circle. This is not possible
when using a FIR model as a filter, since this model has all the poles
in the origin.

• Unstablility due to a non-convergent-update algorithm. When using
an iterative update process certain conditions have to be met to ensure
stable solution.

In [10] an analysis is given of the properties of this algorithm.
The LMS algorithm, which is used to modify adaptive filter weights, can be
expressed as

w[k + 1] = w[k] + ae[k]x[k]. (2.2)

Here a denotes the adaptation constant, which determines the speed and
accuracy of convergence, x[k] is the (Nx 1) vector ofthe input signal samples
in the filter at time k defined as

x[k] = (x[k],x[k - 1], ... ,x[k - N + 2],x[k - N + l]f, (2.3)

w[k] is a (N x 1) vector of the filter coefficients at time k defined as

w[k] = (wo[k]'wdk], ... ,WN-2[k],WN-dk]f (2.4)
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and N is the length of the adaptive FIR filter. Equating the average value
for the coefficient weight vector resolves in optimal solution (also know as
the Wiener solution)

Wopt = R x -1. Rdx (2.5)

for k ---. 00. In this equation Rx is the (N x N) auto-correlation matrix of
the input signal which is defined as

(2.6)

and Rdx is the (N x 1) cross-correlation vector between the input and the
desired signal which is defined as

Rdx = E{d[k]x[k]}. (2.7)

Note
In the ideal situation when H(z) can be completely modelled by W(z), the
optimal solution for W(z) will be W(z)opt = H(z) since the signals d[k]
and d[k] are exactly the same and the error signal elk] is zero. In practice
however this will almost never be the case since H (z) is most likely not of
the same model as chosen for W(z).

For the special situation where x[k] is a zero mean white noise signal with
variance a;, the algorithm converges to this optimum solution provided the
following condition for a is satisfied:

(2.8)

The conclusions form the analysis given in [10] are that when the number
of iterations approaches infinity and provided that the adaptation constant
lies within the bounds given by Eq. (2.8), the average of the weight vector
w[k] converges to the optimal Wiener solution when using the LMS update
algorithm.



Chapter 3

Derivation of model

The adaptive system presented in the previous chapter cannot be applied
directly to an active noise control systems (which idea is used to create
adaptive phantom sound sources) since there is an acoustic transfer function
(referred to as plant) in the "auxiliary path" of adaptive filter (see Fig. 1.2).
In this chapter a model will be derived suitable to be used for the creation
of phantom sound sources starting with the model illustrated in Chapter
2, assuming linear and time invariant systems. After this, a mathematical
description of the signals will be presented and it will be shown that, under
certain conditions, the derived algorithm is stable and will converge to the
optimum solution.

3.1 Development of filtered-x LMS algorithm

x[k]

Adapt.ive filt.er Plant.

Figure 3.1: Adaptive filter with H(z) in auxiliary path.

The adaptive system illustrated in Fig. 3.1 aims to attenuate the signal d[k]
by introducing a cancelling signal y[k]. Compared with the simple arrange
ment for updating the coefficients presented in Chapter 2, the use of an LMS
algorithm for this system is more complicated. The difference between the
filter output and the desired signal is no longer directly available to update
the coefficients, as was the case illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The error signal
can now only be observed through the error path H(z). If this signal is
to be used directly with in combination with LMS algorithm the adaptive
process is almost guaranteed to be unstable (as will be shown in Chapter
4) or find an irrelevant solution. To ensure convergence of the algorithm a

11



12

fundamental change has to be made.

Derivation of model

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2: Development of the filtered-x LMS algorithm.

For the derivation of a usable model lets first look at Fig 3.2(a) whereupon
the LMS algorithm is applied directly. It should be noted that the frequency
response of W(ejl/) depends on the frequencies available in the signal y[k]
and that the error signal elk] will only be minimized these frequencies. So, in
this case the resulting solution for W(z) using the LMS algorithm depends
on the frequency response H(ejl/).

Fig. 3.2(b) shows the same system as before only the adaptive filter input
signal and the LMS input signal are now filtered by H(z). This obviously
does not change the system since the input signals to the LMS algorithm in
both cases are identical at all times.

To go from Fig. 3.2(b) to Fig. 3.2(c) it is assumed that the systems are
linear and time invariant. Under these conditions may H(z) be placed in
the auxiliary path of W(z) without changing the signal d[k]. The adapt
ive filter however, is neither linear nor time invariant. If the adaption of
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the coefficients of the adaptive filter takes place on a very slow time-scale
it can be assumed that the impulse response is time invariant and linear.
H(z) and W(z) are under these conditions commutable without changing
the outcome. The now obtained signal y[k] is called filtered-x [11] due
to the fact that the signal applied to the LMS update module is a filtered
version of the input signal x[k].

The derived model demands a copy of the plant to filter the input signal.
This, of course is not possible in a practical situation where the plant con
sists of physical elements such as speakers microphones etc.. It is however,
possible to make an estimation of the plants transfer function (which will
be referred to as H(z)) and use this in the filtered-x algorithm in stead of
the unavailable plant H(z).

The algorithm just presented is named fi.ltered-x LMS algorithm and is first
mentioned by Widrow and Stearns [11]. Practical experiments using filtered
x have proven that this system is very robust and they show that the es
timated transfer function H(z) need not be very precise but only have to lie
within certain boundaries of H(z).

To find the boundaries of the used system a mathematical description of the
signals has to be derived. At first it is assumed that H(z) is a exact copy of
H(z) to find the optimal solution for W(z). Then the mean weight conver
gence of the filtered-x LMS algorithm is calculated to show that under the
same conditions as before (that is H(z) = H (z )) this algorithm converges
the optimal solution.

3.2 Mathematical description of filtered-x

Referring to Fig. 3.3, the adaptive control system aims to attenuate an
acoustic disturbance by introducing a cancelling signal y[k]. Assuming an
adaptive FIR filter is used, this signal is derived at any time k by the FIR
filtering operation

N-l

ilk] = L x[k - i]wdk] = x[k]Tw[k],
i=O

where the following vector notation is used for x[k] and w[k]:

x[k] = (x[k], x[k - 1]' ,x[k - N + 2], x[k - N + l]f,

w[k] = (wo[k], wI[k], ,WN-2[kJ, wN_I[k])T.

(3.1)

Here N is the number of taps in the adaptive filter, x[k] is the (N x 1) vector
of the input signal samples in the filter at time k and w[k] is the (N x 1)
vector of the filter coefficients.
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x[k]

Derivation of model

.
d[k].

elk] = d[k] + d[k] d[k]'---------{ r }+--- --J

Figure 3.3: Block diagram of an active noise control system using the
filtered-x LMS algorithm.

Note
Comparing Fig 3.3 with Fig. 1.2, the transfer function between one second
ary loudspeaker and a microphone is here denoted as H(z).

When looking to the normal situation where an adaptive filter is used, the
output signal from the filter and the" desired signal" are subtracted to from
the error signal elk]. In the situation illustrated if Fig 3.3 the error signal is
measured with a microphone. Due to the additive character of this element
it sums up the signals d[k] and d[k].

3.2.1 Optimal solution

The optimal solution for W(z) can be found by solving Eq. (2.1) which in
this case results in

J = E{(d[k] + d[k])2} = minimal. (3.2)

By substituting the relation d[k] = yT[k]w = wTy[k] in Eq. (3.2) the mean
squared error J becomes:

J E{(d[k] + wTy[k])(d[k] + yT[k]w)}

= E{d2[k]} + E{d[k]yT[k]w} + E{d[k]wTy[k]} + E{wTy[k]yT[k]w}

= E{d2[k]} + RIyw + wTRdy + wTRyw (3.3)

where Rdy is the (N x 1) vector of the cross-correlation between d[k] and
y[k] and R y is the N x N auto-correlation matrix defined as

R dy E{d[k]y[k]}

R y = E{y[k]yT[k]}.
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x[k]

H(z)

y[k]

W(z)

1\

d[k]

1\

e[k] = d[k] + d[k]
L

d[k]

Figure 3.4: Block diagram where W(z) is the optimal solution.
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Eq. (3.3) can be minimized by taking the derivative of J with respect to the
coefficient Wi and solving this for zero solution. This resolves in N linear
equation of the form:

8J
-8 = O. (3.4)

Wi

Hence the optimal solution, Wopt, can be found by solving the Eq. (3.4).
This results in

8J
8w = 2Rdy + 2Ry w opt = 0 (3.5)

or

Wopt = -Ry -lRdy' (3.6)

3.2.2 Convergence of filtered-x LMS algorithm

To find the optimum solution for W(z) for the case depicted in Fig. 3.3 the
block diagram is drawn up slightly different in Fig. 3.5 which is allowed since
the adaptive filter and the plant are assumed to be linear and time invariant
(same conditions as before). To see the average weight convergence prop
erties of the filtered-x update algorithm, it is assumed that an exact copy
of the plant is available and is placed in front of the LMS update unit as
depicted in Fig. 3.5.

The filtered-x LMS algorithm, which is used to modify adaptive filter weights
can be expressed as

w[k + 1] = w[k] - ae[k]y[k]. (3.7)
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x[k]

Derivation of model

A

d[k]

A

e[k] =d[k] + d[k] d[k]
'-----------{ ~ k----

Figure 3.5: Equivalent block diagram. Here an exact copy of the plant is
available and is placed in front of the LMS update unit.

To determine the average weight solution the expectation operator is applied
on Eq. (3.7) which results in

E{w[k + I]} E{w[k]} - aE{e[k]y[k]},

E{w[k]} - aE{(d[k] + d[kJ)y[k]} ,

E{w[k]} - aE{d[k]y[k]} - aE{d[k]y[k]}, (3.8)

using the relation d[k] = yT[k]w[k] leads to

E{w[k + I]} E{w[k]} - aE{d[k]y[k]} - aE{y[k]yT[k]w[k]}

E{w[k]} - aRdy - aRyE{w[k]}

(I - aRy)E{w[k]} - aRdY. (3.9)

where I is the N x N unity matrix. It is assumed here that due to a much
slower variation of w[k] in comparison to the variation y[k] they may be
separated under E { ... }.
Equating the last equation comes to

k

E{w[k + I]} = (I - aRy)k+lE{w[O]} - aRdy L(I - aRyt
n=O

k

= (I - aRy)k+lw[O] - aRdy L(I - aRy)n (3.10)
n=O

When k ~ 00 is used in Eq. (3.10), the resulting solution will give the value
to which the adaptive weight will converge to (Eq. (3.11)) and what the
boundaries for a will be so the algorithm is stable (Eq. (3.12)).

(3.11)
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II - aRyl < 1 (3.12)

As commonly done in a stability analysis of the LMS algorithm, Eq. (3.12)
can be decoupled using a orthonormal transformation due to the symmetric
nature of the matrix R y . The bounds for stable operation for the filtered-x
LMS algorithm is now found to be the same as the bounds found for the
normal LMS algorithm

2
0< a < -,-

"'max

where Amax is the maximum eigenvalue of R y .

3.3 Conclusions

(3.13)

From the analysis above can be concluded that, when an exact copy of the
plant is placed in front of the LMS update unit, the filtered-x algorithm
will converge (in average) to the optimal solution, Wopt, if the adaptation
constant a is set within the bounds given by Eq. (3.12) and (3.13). It can
be said that the bounds of stability are determined by the input signal used
and the plants transfer function.



Chapter 4

Effect of estimated transfer
function errors

x[k]

1\

d{k}

1\

e[k] = d[k] + d[k] d[k]
L...---------{~I+_---

Figure 4.1: An estimation of the plant, H(z), is made and placed in front
of the the LMS update unit.

The practical implementation of the filtered-x LMS algorithm includes an
copy of the plants transfer function as shown in Chapter 3. In general,
an exact copy will not be available and an estimation of the plant is used
instead. In [11] it was mentioned that the estimation need not be very
precise, not saying exactly what "not very precise" means.
Fig. 4.1 shows the situation where the unavailable plant, H(z) is substituted
by an estimation version H(z). Since this estimation is not an exact copy of
H(z), errors will exist resulting in a difference between the signals y[k] and
Y[k].
In [2, 7,9] an analysis is given on the behavior of the filtered-x algorithm
when an error exists between plant and the estimation of the plant. In
this chapter the influence of the transfer function estimation errors on the
systems stability bounds is examined to give more insight into the problems

19
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that exist when using the filtered-x LMS algorithm. The one chosen here
will be the simple case of a two-tap adaptive filter being used to control a
sinusoidal primary disturbance.

4.1 Effect of transfer function estimation errors

"d[k]

'--__e:.>[::"k]'----{ L I+-_d=[=k],--

Figure 4.2: Plants transfer function and adaptive filter change place.

(4.1)

h =

Referring to Fig. 4.2, the lumped transfer function in front of the LMS al
gorithm now represents the total error made between the real plants transfer
function H(w) and the estimation of the plant transfer function iI(w). Sup
pose that the input signal for the adaptive filter (y[k]) is a pure sine wave
with frequency wy , then this lumped transfer function can be thought of as
a simple gain and phase change and hence can be described by a (complex)
scalar h which can be calculated with:

iI(wy )

H(wy )

liIlej ¢

IHlej ¢

liIl ej (¢-¢)

IHI
IHelej¢e,

where IHI, <P, liIl and ¢ are respectively the gain and phase of the plant and
the gain and phase of the estimation of the plant for the frequency wy • IHel
and <Pe represents the magnitude and the phase error made between the real
plant and the estimation of the plant. To study the effect this has on the
systems bounds of stability the mean weight convergence is calculated when
the filtered-x algorithm is used to update the coefficients.
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4.1.1 Theoretical calculations

21

The input signal used for the system shown in Fig. 4.2 is a single frequency
signal given by

y[k] = Aysin(wyTk), (4.2)

where liT is the sample frequency.
Since the filtered-x LMS algorithm is used the update equation is given by

w[k + 1] = w[k] - ae[k]hy[k], (4.3)

where w[k] a (2 x 1) 1 vector is of the adaptive filter weights, y[k] is a (2 x 1)
vector defined as

and

yT[k] = (y[k], y[k - 1])

elk] = d[k] + d[k] = d[k] + yT[k]w[k].

(4.4)

(4.5)

To see the mean weight convergence of the filtered-x algorithm, Eq. (4.3)
and Eq. (4.5) are combined and the expectation operator is applied. Assum
ing that the input vector y[k] and the weight vector w[k] may be separated
under E{ . .. } this results in:

E{w[k + I]} = E{w[k]} - ahE{y[k]d[k] + y[k]yT[k]w[k]}

E{w[k]} - ahRdy - ahRyE{w[k]}

(I - ahRy)E{w[k]} - ahRdY. (4.6)

Here Rdy is the correlation function between the input signal y[k] and the
desired signal d[k] and R y is autocorrelation function matrix which, in this
case, is given by the

(4.7)

Since the input autocorrelation function matrix, R y , is symmetric, it can
be diagonalized using

Q-1RyQ = A, (4.8)

where Q is the orthonormal matrix (the matrix of eigenvectors) and A is the
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of R y . Calculating Q and A of R y results
In:

Q =

A =

1(-1 1)
V2 1 1 '

A~ ( 1 - cos(wyT)
2 0

(4.9)

IThe richness of a signal is determined by the number of frequencies is consists of. In
general it can be sad that to estimate 2n parameters (weights), the input signal should
at-least contain n different frequencies. For the single frequency input case, 2 filter weights
can be estimated.
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To decouple the elements of E{w[k+l]} in Eq. (4.6) both sides are multiplied
by Q-l and rearranged as follows:

Q-lE{w[k + I]} Q-lE{w[k]} - ahQ-1Rdy

-ahQ-1RyQQ-lE{w[k]}

E{w'[k + I]} E{w'[k]} - ahR~y - ahAE{w'[k]}
= (I - ahA) E{w'[k]} - ahR~y

(I - ahA)k+l E{w'[O]}
k

-ahR~y L (I - ahAt· (4.10)
n=O

Here, E{w'[k]} and R~y are defined as

E{w'[k]}

R~y

Q-lE{w[k]}
Q-1Rdy

It follows from Eq. (4.10) that the average behavior of the vector w'[k]
and hence w[k] converges to the optimal solution, as k ---+ 00, provided the
following condition is satisfied:

or

II - ahAI < 1, (4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

where i is 1 or 2.
The last step that has to be taken to find the bounds of average stability of
the filtered-x algorithm is splitting up h into it's real and imaginary parts
and solving Eq. (4.12). This works out to be

2hR
a < IHe l2 Ai

or
2 cos(<Pe)

a < Ai IHel (4.14)

where hR is the real part of h, hI is the imaginary part of hand <Pe is defined
as tan-1(hI/hR).
Thus, the bounds placed on a for convergence are

(4.15)

As can be seen from this last equation, when there is no estimation error
and so when <Pe = 0 and IHel = 1, the bound for a are the same as would
be found when using normal LMS with no transfer function in the auxiliary
path.
However, if there is an error in the estimated transfer function the bounds
differ from the normal case and the problem can be divided into two parts
namely:
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• An error made in the amplitude characteristic of the estimated transfer
function. This means thatlHel i- 1.

• An error made in the phase characteristic of the estimated transfer
function in which case ¢e i- 00.

Error in magnitude estimation

Since 0: is proportional to the reverse of this error, as can be seen in
Eq. (4.15), errors in the estimation of the amplitude only effects the up
per bound of 0: for which the algorithm converges due to the changing of
IHel. This however, does not have to be a problem since it will always be
within certain limits. The adaptive constant 0: can always be compensated
so the algorithm will converge to it's optimum solution.

Error in phase estimation

" ......

VVl~ _

~ --

Figure 4.3: J as function of the adaptive weights WQ and WI.

Fig. 4.3 shows a graph of the mean-squared error 2 J as function of the
adaptive weights WQ and WI. Due to the parabolic nature of J = f(w) the
gradient vector V' = oJ/ow always points away from the minimum mean
squared error Jmin . The LMS algorithm is based on the steepest-descent
algorithm which means that the adaptive weights are updated in the op
posite direction of the gradient. If a phase error occurs between the input
of the update mechanism (in this case ¢e) and the input of the adaptive
filter (y[kJ) the updating will not go exactly in the opposite direction of the
gradient vector but it will make a slight angle with this maximum. As this
angle becomes larger the speed of convergence slows down due to a small
resultant in the direction of the gradient. If the phase difference reaches 900

2The mean-squared error is defined as E{e2[k] }.
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or more the weights of the filter will not converge to the optimum anymore
and will even become unstable.
Looking at the parabolic error surface of Fig. 4.3 is only one way to show
that the algorithm becomes unstable when a too large an error is made in
the phase estimation transfer function. Another way is looking at the con
vergence region for a given in Eq. (4.15). This equation shows that when
l<Pel exceeds 90° the region of convergence is non existing and that there is
no a for which the filter converges.

This analysis has shown that under certain conditions the filtered-x al
gorithm becomes unstable and that these conditions are mainly determined
by the error made in the phase estimation of the plants transfer function.
When the phase error exceeds the 90° limit the algorithm is unstable for
every value of a so it can be said that for the algorithm to converge to the
optimal solution the next two conditions have to be met:

• -90° < <Pe < 90°

< 2 cos(¢e)
• a Ai IHel

4.1.2 Simulation of phase error

In the preceding sections it was shown that for certain conditions the filtered
x algorithm would become unstable. In this section a simulation is made
using the program Matlab. The aim of this simulation is to show that the
found limitations of the filtered-x algorithm with respect to the allowed
phase error are real and that it is something to take into account when us
ing this algorithm.

Referring to Fig, 4.2, the desired signal d[k] is derived from y[k] using a 2
coefficient FIR with z-transform function

Q(z) = -0.5 - 0.5z- I

leaving the optimal solution for w to be

w T = (0.5, 0.5).

(4.16)

(4.17)

The lumped transfer function iI /H will also be modelled by a 2 coefficients
FIR filter with z-transform function

(4.18)

where ho and hI are parameters that can be changed so a certain phase
and/or magnitude error will occur. To calculate this phase and magnitude
error, He(z) should be evaluated on the unit circle Izi = 1. This resolves in

'(J
ho + hIe-J

= ho + hI cos(B) - jh l sin(B). (4.19)
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Here B represents the relative frequency which is defined as

27rfy
B = wyT = .

fsample

25

(4.20)

To find the actual phase and magnitude error of He the absolute value and
the argument of Eq. (4.19) have to be calculated for the frequency of y[k].
This work out to be

(4.21)

and
-1 ( -hI sin(B) )

arg (He) = ¢e = tan h
o
+ hI cos (B) . (4.22)

By making the sample frequency 4 times bigger than the input signal fre
quency (is = 4· fy) and so by making B = I the phase and magnitude error
are simplified to:

(4.23)

and

arg (He) = tan-1(~:1) . (4.24)

For this simulation a constant magnitude error of IHel = 1 is opholded to
leave a simple relation between the coefficients of the lumped error filter and
the phase error ¢e. This relation is given by

ho cos(¢e),

hI = - sin(¢e)' (4.25)

One of the parameters that determines the boundaries of 0: is the maximum
eigenvalue of the auto-correlation matrix R y as can be seen in Eq. (4.15).
The maximum eigenvalue is a function of the relative frequency B and is for
the chosen input frequency Amax = 1/2. So for the chosen frequency the
boundaries for stability on 0: are simplified to

0< 0: < 4cos(¢e), (4.26)

as shown in Fig. 4.4. In this simulation 0: = 0.1 is chosen and every time the

Figure 4.4: 0: as function of the phase error ¢e'

phase error is enlarged by 15° until it reaches 90°. Then another single step
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is made where the phase error is made 91 0 in which case it falls outside the
convergence region. Fig. 4.5 shows these results where on the x - axis the
phase error, on the y-axis the number of iterations and on the z-axis
the quadratic error e2 [k] is plotted.

0.45

0.4

0.35

... : . . .

. '

, ; .

. . . . . . . . . ; . .

..................... ;.

0.3

0.25
J[k]

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

o7'----='4

o
120 140

100

50phase error

Figure 4.5: Surface plot of the quadratic error J[k] = e2 [k] as a function of
the number of iterations and the phase error.
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Fig. 4.6 shows the iterative weight change of wO and wI when the phase
error changes. It can be seen from these figures that when there is no phase
error, the weights go in a almost strait line to the optimum solution. As
the phase error becomes lager the number of iteration needed to reach this
optimum increases and in the last the optimum is never reached. Table 4.1
gives the number of iterations needed for the algorithm to converge (within
1 %) to the optimal solution when the phase error changes.

¢>e number of iterations
0° 119
15° 126
30° 147
45° 173
60° 247
75° 482
90° never
91° never

Table 4.1: Number of iteration needed for the weight to converge within 0.1
of the optimum value.

4.2 Conclusions

Errors in the estimation of the plants transfer function needed for the
filtered-x to be used in an active control system influence the stability of the
algorithm. The errors made between the real plant and the estimation can
be split up into two separate parts namely:

• Errors made in the magnitude. This error will alter the maximum
stable value of the convergence coefficient 0: through an inverse pro
portional relation. It is, however possible to compensate this error by
reducing 0: .

• Errors made in the phase. The phase error may not exceed ±90° for
the algorithm to be stable.

From the simulations outlined in this chapter it can be concluded that when
the phase error becomes larger, but stays within the ±90° phase error limit,
the speed of convergence becomes slower and more iterations are needed to
reach the optimal solution.



Chapter 5

Practical implementation of
filtered-x algorithm

The creation of phantom sound sources with adaptive filters is based on the
idea of active noise control where a primary sound source is compensated by
other (one or more secondary) sound source(s). In Chapter 3, the filtered-x
algorithm was derived for this purpose. An implementation of this algorithm
requires a copy of the plants transfer function in front of the LMS update
unit. In a practical situation this transfer function is unavailable and instead
an estimation is used. Chapter 4 dealt with the convergence properties of
the filtered-x algorithm when an error is made between this estimation and
the real plant.
In this chapter a scheme will be presented where prior to control of sound
an estimation of the plant is made and placed in front of the LMS update
unit.

5.1 Initialization of filtered-x algorithm

A possible scheme to use the filtered-x method is shown in Fig. 5.1 in which
two separate adaptive processes are used. Prior to control, AFI R1 produces
a direct estimation of the plants transfer function. After convergence, the
weights of H(z) are copied to the place of the unavailable plant to generate
the reference signal Y[k]. After this initialization step, AFIR2 is ready to
be used as an active noise controller.

The modelling of the acoustical system H(z), as shown in Fig. 5.1, is not
very efficient since the delay introduced, due to the distance between the
speaker and the microphone, is also included. The resulting transfer func
tion will start with a number of zeros leaving less weights to model the more
relevant part of H(z). It is however, possible to overcome this problem by
placing a delay-line in front ofthe adaptive system as shown in Fig. 5.2 where
part of the delay is compensated by z-t:... It should be noted that the length
of the delay-line must be carefully selected. If ~ is chosen to be big, the first
part of H(z) can not be modeled and a lot important information is lost. If

29
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x[k]

I /

L-__'-_---{--,--.....J AA.. l/H~')

L----,_-1 ..S-"'-"""'·l

i

Figure 5.1: A practical implementation of the filtered-x algorithm.

however, ~ is too small, the adaptive filter W(z) will emulate a useless delay.

A

H(z)

Figure 5.2: The acoustical delay is partly compensated by z-Ll.

One way of measuring the acoustical delay is by making a correlation analysis
between the the speaker (input) signal and the microphone (output) signal.
In practice however, it is easier to make an estimation by calculating the
time acoustical delay relative to the sample frequency using

~ = isLa
C

(5.1 )

where is is the sample frequency of the digital signal processing system, C

is the speed of sound in air, La is the distance between the speaker and the
microphone and ~ is the length of the delay-line (in samples).
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The delay-line (denoted in the figure as z-~) and adaptive filter (denoted
in the figure as H*(z)) together form H(z) and can be used in the filtered-x
algorithm in place of the unavailable plant.



Chapter 6

Single point cancellation

In this chapter an experiment will be described, utilizing a single point active
noise canceller. The aim of this experiment is to study the concept of using
an adaptive system together with the filtered-x algorithm before it is used
to create phantom sources. The speed of convergence is not in quest here
so the measurements will be done after the result is stabilized. The only
goals of this experiment are to see if the algorithm works and what kind of
reduction can be made using this algorithm.
The experiments were carried out in a anechoic room to minimize the effect
of reflection, revibration and other room interferences. Here a microphone
and two loudspeakers were installed. One loudspeaker functioned as primary
sound source to emit a sound field in the enclosure. The other loudspeaker
was used to generate a secondary sound field to reduce the sound pressure
in the vicinity of the microphone. The type of primary noise used is band
limited white noise.
In this experiment the power of the microphone signal is measured before
and after cancellation using a HP3562A dynamic signal analyzer and placed
in one figure. The results presented are the average of 50 measurements to
improve the signal to noise ratio. Since the input signal is band limited,
only the relevant part of this power spectrum will be shown.

6.1 Experiments

6.1.1 Conditions

In the practical system illustrated in Fig. 6.1, the adaptive filter W(z) is
used to operate on the input signal x[k] to drive the secondary source in
such a way the microphone signal elk] is minimized. The implementation
for this experiment was done on a single DSP56002 digital signal processor
from Motorola 1 operating at 70 MHz. The output signal of the adaptive
filter was converted using 16 bits Digital to Analog converters. This signal
was applied to an amplifier to drive the secondary loudspeaker. The error
signal elk] and the input signal x[k] where sampled using 16 bits Analog to

1 For hardware specifications refer to [6]
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Figure 6.1: Practical experiment with single point cancellation

Digital Converters at a sample rate of 11025 Hz. The input signal used was
band-limited white noise with a bandwidth reaching from 200 Hz to 5000 Hz.

Note
The loudspeakers used for this experiment had a poor response for frequen
cies below 200 Hz. Further, to leave some margin between the Nuquist
frequency and the highest input frequency the white noise was limited to
5000 Hz.

Prior to control, during an initialization phase, the transfer function between
the secondary source and the microphone was estimated using an adaptive
FIR filter with 256 taps. This filter was subsequently used to generate the
reference signal y[k] (see Fig. 6.1). The adaptive cancelling filter W(z) was
modelled using again a FIR filter of 256 taps.
The loudspeaker used as the secondary sound source was mounted at 182 cm
from the top of the microphone. The second loudspeaker serving as primary
sound source was mounted on a movable stand. While maintaining a con
stant distance of 220 cm between this loudspeaker and the microphone, the
angle f3 was changed and the microphone power was measured.

The digital signal processor used had to perform each sample period the
next tasks:

• Calculating the filtered-x signal

255 A

y[k] = I: x[k - n]hn ,
n=O

• Calculating the secondary source signal
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255
f[k] = ~ x[k - n]wn[k]'

n=O

• Updating the adaptive filter coefficients using

w[k + 1] = w[k] - ae[k]Y[k].

35

Here hn is the nth coefficient of the impulse response of the estimated plant
transfer function and wn[k] is the nth coefficient of the adaptive filter at time
instant k.

Comments
In an optimal situation where the primary field is completely compensated
by the secondary field, the transfer function of the adaptive filter would be

W(z) = -Hph(Z)/H(z). (6.1)

This would be the best result possible since for this case the error signal
elk] would be zero. If the loudspeakers used for the primary source and
the secondary source are exactly the same and if the the microphone used
was infinitely small, the optimal solution for the adaptive filter W (z) would
only be a time-delay, compensating the difference in distance between the
two loudspeakers. This could obviously only be accomplished if the distance
from the microphone to the primary loudspeaker is bigger than the distance
from microphone to the secondary loudspeaker since then the adaptive filter
has to be causal. Practically these conditions for exact cancelling will not
hold due to finite dimensions of the microphone and the loudspeakers will
not be exactly the same. It is however, an idea to bear in mind when do
ing practical experiments since this simplified theory says that the primary
source should not be positioned closer to the microphone than the second
ary source. The experiment was for this reason conducted using a secondary
sound source at 182 cm and a primary sound source at 220 cm.
For the initial setup an angle (3 = 30° is opholded. The power of the micro
phone is now measured with only the primary source radiating. Then the
active noise canceller is switched on and, after stabilization, the microphone
power is measured again. These two results are placed in a single figure for
an easy comparison. Then the angle (3 in increased by 30° while maintaining
a distance between the primary source and the microphone of 220 cm. This
is repeated until the angle is 180°.

6.1.2 Results

Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3 show the results from the experiment with on the left
side the power of the microphone before (solid line) and after cancellation
(dashed line) with increasing (3. The right side of these figures show the
impulse response of the adaptive filter needed to accomplish the cancella
tion. It follows from these results that the self-tuning ANC algorithm can
perform well and is capable of providing a large reduction of signal power.
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Figure 6.2: Results from measurements using an adaptive noise canceller.
The pictures on the left side show the microphone power before (solid) and
after cancellation (dashed). The pictures on the right side show the adaptive
filter weights.
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Figure 6.3: Results from measurements using an adaptive noise canceller.
The pictures on the left side show the microphone power before (solid) and
after cancellation (dashed). The pictures on the right side show the adaptive
filter weights.
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6.2 Conclusions

A real time implementation of the filtered-x algorithm has been tested is an
active noise cancelling setup. Measurements show that the adaptive system
used is able to reduce the sound pressure obtained by the error sensor over a
wide frequency range. Before this is possible an estimation of the auxiliary
transfer function of the adaptive system has to be made for stable operation.
Several conclusions can be drown from the obtained results:

• The cancellation of the primary sound field by introducing a secondary
sound field is not complete since a residual microphone signal exists.
Part of this can be explained by looking at the dynamic range of the
ADC's. The aim of introducing a cancelling signal is to reduce the sig
nal produced by the microphone. This automaticly means that quant
ization error made by the ADC which measures this signal becomes
relatively lager. Then of course there is the limitation of working with
finite accuracy of calculation performed by the DSP, noisy amplifiers,
using a FIR model instead of a model which also has poles etc. etc..

• In average, a reduction in microphone power of 20 dB is obtained for
every angle of (3.

• The resulting filter coefficients are stable meaning that the algorithm
used is stable.

• It can be seen from the outcome of the resulting adaptive filter weights
depicted in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 that the formed filter mostly exists of
a negative delay, compensating the difference in distance between
the primary source to microphone and the secondary source to mi
crophone. Since this difference in distance is maintained constant
throughout the hole experiment the resulting solution for the adaptive
filters all look the same.



Chapter 7

Multiple point cancellation

An observer can sense the direction from which the sound originates due to
the time and level difference between ear signals (other aspects are involved
but they are not relevant to be discussed in this report). To simulate a
human observer, two detectors (representing the ears) should be used. In
the last chapter it was shown that a relatively large reduction was achieved
by using just one secondary source to control the primary sound field. It is
however, not possible to create a phantom source with a single secondary
source and a single microphone.
In this chapter an experiment will be described using two secondary sources
to control the primary sound field in the vicinity of two microphones. In
order to construct such a practical adaptive controller, some measurable er
ror criterion has to be defined. In [4] a multiple LMS algorithm is presented
which uses a gradient decent method to minimize the sum of the squared er
ror signals. The first part of this chapter will describe the presented method
in [4]. After this results from experiments using this multiple error algorithm
will be presented.

7.1 Multiple error LMS algorithm

In the practical system illustrated in Fig. 7.1, two adaptive digital filters
are used to operate on the input signal x[k] and drive the secondary sources
(iI [k], 12 [k]) in such a way that sum of the squared outputs from the error
microphones (el[k], e2[k]) are minimized. In [4] this signal processing prob
lem is assessed and an algorithm is presented which is an extended case of
the filtered-x algorithm used in the last chapter.

Note
It was stated in [4] that there should at least be as many error sensors as
there are secondary sources (and so adaptive controllers). The algorithm
used will then result in a unique solution. When however, a situation would
arise where the number of secondary sources is bigger then the number of
error sensors, this will not be the case. The adaptive controllers will influ
ence each other and will most likely never stabilize. The other way around

39
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Figure 7.1: Two secondary sources are used to control the primary sound
field at the position of the two microphones.

however, will not cause problems.

The cost function to be minimized is now defined as the sum of the mean
squared errors and is given by

J = E{ei + e~}. (7.1)

The total error is a quadratic function of each of the filter coefficients of
W1(z) and W2(z). The optimum set of weights required to minimize J may
therefor be evaluated adaptively using a gradient descent method like LMS.

To find the optimal solution for the adaptive filters W1(z) and W2(z), each
coefficient should be adjusted by an amount proportional to the negative
of the gradient of the error function J. An adaptive algorithm that can be
used for this purpose is

wI[k] - a (ed'u[k] + e2Y12[kJ)
= w2[k] - a (elY2I[k] + e2Y22[kJ). (7.2)

Here wI[k] and w2[k] are N x 1 coefficient vectors of resp. W1(z) and W2(z)
at time instant k. The signal vectors yu[k], Y12[k], Y2I[k] and Y22[k] each
hold N filtered-x reference samples. To produce these signals, the estima
tions of the transfer functions between the secondary loudspeakers and the
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microphones have to have to be known. Fig. 7.2 shows a block diagram of
adaptive controllers WI (z). A similar diagram can be given for W2(z) where
instead of Hll and Hlr, Hrl and Hrr are used.

x[k]

~l ~r
'--- -.--

Y11 [k ] Y12 [k]

LMS

Figure 7.2: Adaptive controller using a multiple error algorithm. The trans
fer function Hll and Hlr are estimations of resp. Hll and Hlr'

In [4] a further analysis of this algorithm is given, showing that in average
the coefficients of the adaptive filters converges to the optimal solution.

7.2 Practical experiment using the multiple error
filtered-x algorithm.

Before the practical experiment can be conducted, the transfer functions
between the secondary sources and the microphones have to be determined
just like was done in the single error filtered-x algorithm. This means that
for the setup depicted in Fig. 7.1, the transfer functions Hll' Hlr, Hrl and
Hrr have to be estimated prior to control. These estimations can than be
copied in front of the LMS update unit as illustrated in Fig. 7.2.

The implementation for this experiment was done on two separate digital
signal processors, one for each adaptive filter. The complete setup is shown
in Fig. 7.3. The transfer function from each secondary source loudspeaker
to each error microphone were modelled with 256 taps FIR filter during an
initialization phase of the program. These filters were subsequently used
to generate the reference signals Yn[k],Y12[k],hdk] and Y22[k]. The im
plementation was done on two DSP56002 processors both operating at 70
MHz. The output signal from the adaptive filters where converted using 16
bit Digital to Analog converters. These signals where applied to an amp
lifier to drive the two secondary loudspeakers. The input signal x[k] was
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x[k]

Multiple point cancellation

-----, r----
I
I
I
I
I
I
I,---'------..--,
I
I

I

I
I

£, [k] t, k]

e, e,

Figure 7.3: Used setup to test the multiple error LMS algorithm.

amplified to drive the primary loudspeaker. The error signals, edk] and
e2[k] where sampled using 16bits analog to digital converters at a sample
rate of 11025 Hz. The secondary loudspeakers are placed at 176 cm from
the dummy head and are separated by a distance of 34 cm from each other.
The primary loudspeaker is placed at 220 cm from the head at an angle f3
from the main axe.

The tasks DSP1 has to carry out every sample period are:

• Calculate the reference signals:

255 A

Yll [k] = I: x[k - n]hnll ,
n=O
255 A

Y12[k] = I: x[k - n]hn12'
n=O

• Calculating the secondary source signal

255
h[k] = I: x[k - n]wndk]'

n=O

• Updating the adaptive filter coefficients using

Here hnll denotes the nth coefficient of the estimated transfer function
ifII (z) represented in the time-domain.
When the number of coefficients of the adaptive filter becomes bigger while
maintaining the length of the estimations of the transfer functions between
the secondary sources and the microphones, the number of calculations that
have to be made by the DSP goes up very quickly. Since al these calculation
have to be performed within one sample period (=90.7 J.Ls) it is very difficult
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to enlarge this amount. When the complete audio spectrum was to be used
(20 Hz to 20 kHz) the sample frequency should at least be raised by a factor
four meaning that the sample period goes down by this same factor.

7.3 Results

Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5 show on the left hand side the power spectrum of
the left microphone signal before (solid line) and after cancellation (dashed
line) and on the right hand side the power spectrum of the right microphone
signal before (solid line) and after cancellation (dashed line).
It follows from these results that an implementation of the multiple error
algorithm performs well and that a large reduction in power is achieved for
both microphones. The average amount cancellation obtained is more than
20 dB from every angle of {3. The results also show that for low frequencies
(200 Hz to 1kHz) the power reduction is lower than for frequencies above
this region.
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Figure 7.4: Results from measurements using an adaptive noise canceller.
The pictures on the left side show the left microphone power before (solid)
and after cancellation (dashed). The pictures on the right side show the
right microphone power before (solid) and after cancellation (dashed).
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Figure 7.5: Results from measurements using an adaptive noise canceller.
The pictures on the left side show the left microphone power before (solid)
and after cancellation (dashed), The pictures on the right side show the
right microphone power before (solid) and after cancellation (dashed).
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Figure 7.6: Left: impulse response of WI (n) after system stabilized. Right:
impulse response of w2(n) after system stabilized.
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7.4 Perception

In order to determine the acoustical effect produced by the secondary sources,
the filters were frozen, the primary source removed and microphones re
placed by a real observer. Although microphones instead of real human ears
were used to produce the error signals, the effect obtained was remarkable.
For small angles of (3 (up to 60°) the perception of the phantom source was
very realistic. For angle (3 greater than 60° the subjective localization of
the phantom source became more difficult. Still it can be sad that already
when using two microphones instead of real ear canals a good effect is cre
ated. This experiment also shows that the idea of creating phantom sources
using an active noise controller works and that an aperture enlargement is
perceived.

7.5 Conclusion

An algorithm for the adjustment of the secondary sources using the method
of steepest descent has been described and tested in a real time active noise
control experiment. The algorithm minimizes the sum of the mean squared
output of the error sensors. Prior to the actual active control, estimations
of the transfer functions between secondary sources and error microphones
have to be made to stabilize the algorithm.
The results from the experiments, conducted in an anechoic environment,
show that a large reduction in microphone power can be obtained using this
multiple error LMS algorithm.
It was found that the resulting impulse responses of the two adaptive filter
are largely determined by the difference in distance between the primary
source and the secondary sources.
Although intensive localization test still have to be performed it is shown
that the idea of using an active noise controller to determine the filters
needed to create phantom sources works.



Chapter 8

Creating phantom sources

The aim of this project was to create phantom sound sources using an ad
aptive system. To accomplish this, it was suggested to use the approach of
creating an active noise controller which compensates a primary sound field
by introducing secondary sound fields. The results from the experiments
presented in the last chapter show that an array of two adaptive filters
driving two secondary sources are able to obtain a large reduction is sound
pressure in the vicinity of the two microphones serving as error sensors. For
the creation of phantom sources however, a more realistic method should be
used where the microphones are replaced by a real human head with small
error sensors in the ears. Since experiments using real test persons are very
costly and difficult to conduct (microphones have to be placed in the ear
channel), an artificial head is used instead.

8.1 Practical experiments using a dummy-head

The setup for this experiment differs slightly from the one described in
the last chapter (see Fig. 8.1). The microphone are replaced by a B &
K dummy head and placed at 150 cm from the secondary speakers. The
primary speaker is, once more, placed on a movable stand and rotated in
a plain around the head while maintaining a constant distance of 220 cm
from the middle of the head. Again, prior to control the transfer function
from secondary sources to the ears are estimated and used to generate the
reference signals.

8.2 Results

Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 8.3 show the relevant part of the power spectrum of the
error signals el and e2 before (solid line) and after cancelation (dashed line)
for several angle of {3. The dashed-dotted lines in these plots show the
noise in the system caused by noisy amplifiers, noisy microphones and other
disturbances. It is found that the sound pressure level at the left ear before
cancellation becomes smaller when the angle {3 is enlarged. Obviously, this
is caused by the head which attenuates the sound before it is picked up
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,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,

Figure 8.1: Experimental setup using a dummy head with microphones in
the ears as an observer.

by the microphone. The relative pressure drop for this is ear decreased to
almost 10dB instead of 20dB. This problem can be solved by increasing the
amplification factor for this microphone. Before doing this however, test
should be done checking if it is relevant for the perception.
Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5 show the impulse responses of resp. wl(n) and w2(n)
as a function of time.
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Figure 8.2: Results from measurements using an adaptive noise canceller.
The pictures on the left side show the left microphone (left ear) power be
fore (solid) and after cancellation (dashed). The pictures on the right side
show the right microphone (right ear) power before (solid) and after cancel
lation (dashed). The dashed-dotted lnes denote the noise measured when
no loudspeaker is radiating.
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Figure 8.3: Results from measurements using an adaptive noise canceller.
The pictures on the left side show the left microphone (left ear) power be
fore (solid) and after cancellation (dashed). The pictures on the right side
show the right microphone (right ear) power before (solid) and after cancel
lation (dashed).The dashed-dotted lnes denote the noise measured when no
loudspeaker is radiating.
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impulse response of W2 (n) after system stabilized.
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The idea of using an active noise controller to cancel the out the primary
signal, freeze the filter coefficients and remove the primary source to create
phantom sources can now be tested. The impulse responses presented in
the last section where obtained using a dummy head instead of a real head.
Globally it can be sad however that, when dummy "observer" is replaced by
a real human observer a aperture enlargement is experienced. Additional
experiments should be conducted, testing the perception of a number of hu
man observers. Before this is done however, the frequency range should be
extended and the environment where the filters are determined should be
changed to a more realistic surrounding. To do this the sample frequency
should be raised and the length of the filter (number of taps) should be
extended. It should not be forgotten that when the sample frequency is
doubled while maintaining the number of taps, the impulse response is re
duced by a factor of four. This is not possible with the time domain system
used for the experiment described in the last section. The calculation time
left within one sample period is to small. A solution to this problem may
be found in a Block Adaptive Frequency Domain Filter. Here only part of
the coefficients are update every sample period resulting in less calculation
time.

8.4 Conclusions

The multiple error LMS algorithm is tested in a setup using a B & K dummy
head as observer. An average reduction of 20 dB to 25 dB in ear pressure
(= microphone power) is obtained when two secondary sources are used
to compensate a primary source. It is show in Figs. 8.2 and 8.2 that the
production of cancellation effect become more difficult at low frequencies.
The resulting impulse responses depicted in Figs. 8.4 and 8.5 show again that
a large part it is just a time delay compensating the difference in distance
as was found in the experiments done with the single point cancellation
(chapter 6).



Chapter 9

Loudspeaker simulation
using headphones

When headphones are used to reproduce sound intended for a standard loud
speaker set-up, the precieved sound will appear to be coming from within
the head since the directional information from the original construction is
lost. This phenomena is a well studied topic and is known as In-the-Head
Locatedness (IHL). If however, the headphone signals are processed so the
sound precieved by the listener is the same as would be when using loud
speakers, the IHL problem disappears and a more natural situation appears.
Fig. 9.1 shows the situation where two headphone speakers together with
the two filters WI and W2 simulate a speaker placed at a certain distance
from the listener.

,- -~ -,

--1 _,(,I f--Q]O~ _,(,I f-
" /'Headphones

Figure 9.1: Loudspeaker simulation using headphones.

The problem discussed here is very similar to the problem outlined in the
preceding chapters, where a phantom source was created using two second
ary speakers. For this situation the secondary sources are the headphone
speakers.
In this chapter a description will be given on how headphones can be used
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to simulate a loudspeaker. After this an adaptive system, based on the ex
perience of the preceding chapters, will be presented which determines the
filters WI and W2 in an adaptive manner.

9.1 Fixed filter correction for loudspeaker simula
tion

~O~k]
" tf, ,, ,

,-------------,
Headphone

(a) (b)

Figure 9.2: (a) observer listening to loudspeaker. (b) observer listening to
simulated loudspeaker by means of a headphone.

Fig. 9.2(a) shows the situation where an observer is placed in front of a
loudspeaker producing sound. In order to simulate this loudspeaker using a
headphones, the pressure in the ears of the observer created by this speaker
should be equal to the pressure created by the headphones. To solve this
problem mathematically, the ear pressure for both situation should be cal
culated and made equal. This situation however, is similar to the situation
discussed in Chapter 1.1 from this report. The only changes that have to be
made are re-measuring the transfer functions from secondary sources to the
ears since these sources are now placed close to the head. A simplification
for this case can be made by assuming that there is hardly any cross-talk
between signals from the left secondary source to the right ear and the right
secondary source to the left ear. So, by making H rl = Hl r = 0 and adopting
Eq. (1.5) the filters WI and W2 become:

Hphl
= Hll '
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Theoretically this all seems very easy. Practically however, the same prob
lems as with the creation of phantom sources using fixed filters have to be
solved.

9.2 Adaptive filter correction for loudspeaker sim
ulation

" -~ -,

X[~ / §!£,
WI (z) ~ :' D:r1

7

eI[k] e 2 [kl

Figure 9.3: Loudspeaker simulation using headphones and two adaptive
filters WI and W2.

The idea of simulating a loudspeaker with the aid of headphones and ad
aptive filters is again based on active noise cancellation. This time the
headphone speakers produce the secondary sound field which compensates
the primary sound field in a reference point of the ear. When this is accom
plished the adaptive process can be frozen and the primary speaker can be
removed. The resulting filters WI and W2 in combination with the head
phone, now simulate the removed speaker. Theoretically this idea is very
simple. For a practical situation however, the next problems have to be
solved:

• The pressures at the ear drums have to be measured. This means
placing small microphones in the ear canals of the subject to obtain
the signals edk] and e2[k], which are needed for the update algorithm.

• Very "open" headphones has to be used to ensure that the listener
can perceive the sound coming from the primary source. In the ideal
situation, the observer would not sense any difference in sound pressure
with or without the headphones. This however is not realistic for a
practical situation and headphones should be used which changes the
response between the primary source and the ears as less as possible.
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When these problems are solved, the system created has several advantages
compared with the system where two loudspeakers are used. Firstly, there
is hardly any cross talk between left headphone speaker and right ear and
between right headphone speaker and left ear. This means that the simple
single point LMS algorithm discussed in Chapter 6 can be used. Secondly,
the transfer function between for example left speaker and left ear does not
change when the head is moved. So the instability problem discussed in
Chapter 4 does not apply here anymore, if of course the phase error of the
estimation is kept within limits.

9.3 Open headphones

If the idea of active noise cancelling is to be used to determine the transfer
functions needed to simulate a loudspeaker, a headphone should be used
which has a good frequency response, and which is "open" enough so the
observer can perceive sound coming from the outside of the headphone.
Measurements have been done using a dummy head as an observer "listen
ing" to a speaker, producing white noise. To see what effect the selected
headphones had on the transfer function between the speaker and the ears,
the dummy head microphone signals where measured before and after the
headphones where placed on the head. The results from these measurements
are shown in Fig. 9.4. As can be seen from the pictures, the SONY head
phones is the most" open" and change the transfer function the least. The
SBC 3398 Philips however, is also very "open" and will be used for further
experiments.
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9.4 Microphones in ears

By placing microphone in an observers ear, the ear canal is changed and so
the perceived sound. It is however necessary to place these error sensors in
the ear of the observer to make sure that the cancellation takes place in a
desired point in the canal. From the experiment described in this chapter
small KNOWLES microphone with a small silicon tube attached to it. These
microphones where glued to the inside of the headphone speakers so they
would be on the desired position when the headphone is placed on the head.

9.5 Measurement setup

Referring to Fig. 9.3 an observer is placed in front of a speaker producing
the primary sound field. The error signals el and e2 are measured with two
small microphones which are glued to the inside of each headphone-speaker
shell. Using this construction makes sure that the microphones are always
on the right position.
Before starting the adaption of the weights of W1(z) and W2(z) the transfer
functions between the left ear and left speaker and right ear and the right
speaker are estimated using a 128 taps adaptive filter. These filters are used
to generate the reference signals as was described in Chapter 6. The imple
mentation was done on two separate, individual DSP56002 signal processors
both operating at 70 MHz. The signals coming from the microphones where
amplified 1 and sampled with two 16 bits Analog to digital converters at
a sample rate of 11025 Hz. The listener is placed at a distance of (about)
300 cm from the primary sound source on a rotatable chair. The adaptive
controllers W1(z) and W2 (z) both have 256 taps. Due to a poor microphone
headphone speakers below 1 kHz a band limited input signal from 1 kHz to
5kHz was used.

Comment
In the description of the setup with the single point cancellation in Chapter
6 was stated that for an ideal situation the transfer function of the cancel
ling adaptive filter (Wl(Z) for the left ear and W2(Z) for the right ear) only
compensates the difference between the distance from primary source to mi
crophone and secondary source to microphone. The length of the adaptive
FIR filter therefore determines the maximum area in which the observer can
move.

9.6 Results

Using the system arrangement of Fig. 9.3 the transfer function between the
microphone signals el and e2 and the (band limited) input signal x[k] are
measured before (solid line) and after cancellation (dashed line) and placed

lSchematics can be found in Appendix A
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in Figs. 9.5 and 9.6. Again an average cancellation of 25 dB is achieved of
every angle of {3. Figs. 9.7 and 9.8 show the resulting adaptive coefficients
from WI and W2 after stabilization.
All these results where measured when the test person was sitting still
without any head movement. It is however also possible to move the test
persons head while the adaption mechanism is still updating the filters WI (z)
and W2(z). When doing this the sound pressure in the ears first becomes
larger since the sound generated by the secondary speakers are not in anti
phase anymore with the sound coming from the primary source. Then (de
pending on the speed of convergence) the sound pressure reduces again until
a certain minimum is achieved.
During experiments it was also possible to view the filters coefficients while
adapting. It is interesting to see how the impulse responses change when ro
tating the head or moving away from the primary speaker. Just by compar
ing the impulse response from WI (z) with that of W2(z) the angle between
the primary source and the headphone could be determined. By looking at
the peaks in the impulse responses, the distance from primary source to the
headphones (actually secondary source) could be estimated. When looking
at the results presented in Figs. 9.7 and 9.8 this same effect can be seen.
When {3 = 00 the peaks of WI (z) and W2 (z) fall together. When the angle
is enlarged the peak from WI(z) goes to the right and that of W2(z) goes
to the left. At {3 = 900 the effect changes and the peaks move back again.
When {3 = 1800 is reached both the impulse responses have the same delay
again.
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9.7 Perception

The software that was used for the experiment described in the last section
had an additional option where, after the adaptive system was stabilized and
the adaption was switched off, the observer could listen to either the primary
source or the secondary sources. By changing the input signal from white
noise to e.g. music a nicer listening effect is obtained. A test was conducted
in which several persons were asked to determine if the primary source or
the secondary sources where creating the sound field. This is of course a
very superficial test but it gives an indication if the idea of using headphones
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to simulate a loudspeaker (or loudspeakers) works. the results from these
test are that most of the tested persons could not tell the difference or, if
asked, could not tell which source was playing. Its obvious that the effect
obtained only works for the frequencies in the range from 1 kHz to 5kHz and
that it has to be extended to the full audio bandwidth but still the setup
used shows promising results and further research is recommended.

9.8 Conclusion

The idea of active noise cancelling and creating phantom sources with ad
aptive filters is used to simulate a loudspeaker via headphones. Since hardly
any cross-talk between right ear and left headphone speaker and vise versa
exists the single error filtered-x algorithm can be used. The results presented
in this chapter show that a reduction of (in average) 25 dB is obtained and
that the resulting transfer functions for W1(z) and W2(Z) mainly consist of
a delay. The idea of overcoming the IHL effect is tested by several persons
in a listening test and in general it can be sad that the setup used gives
good results.



Chapter 10

Future research

All the experiment described in the last chapters where conducted in a
steady situation were the error sensor where not moving after initialization.
In a more practical situation however, movement most be tolerated and
problems resolving from the maximum allowed phase error of the estimation
of the plant have to be solved. A real time estimator which automatically
estimates the plant when the situation changes has to be developed.

The spatial extent of the effect of the system was not yet investigated. Until
now a symmetric setup was used for experiments. It should however, also
be tested how the system responds to a non-symmetric setup where the sec
ondary sources are not equally spaced relative to the "observer".

Altough basic experiments have shown that the idea of creating phantom
sources using the active noise cancelling approach works, more intensive test
should be undertaken to see what the actual aperture enlargement is for sev
eral test-subjects.

The results from the simulation of loudspeakers using headphones are most
promissing and futher reseach should be done on this topic. It would be
interesting to see if the obtained transfer functions can be created using
low-cost analog circuits.
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Appendix A

Microphone amplifier

Microphone amplifier used for the loudspeaker simulation experiments.

RI = lOOK
R2=IM
R3= 1M
PI =IM
CI =~F
C2= IQJ.F
UI9J.A747C
U29J.A747C

>'-----'--1~Ul

Figure A.I: Single microphone amplifier.
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